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New faculty
This semester Hope has 11 new faculty
members. They will be filling positions in
nine departments on campus.
While some a r e replacing other faculty
who have left, many will be here for a
semester or two to replace current
members on sabbatical.
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Assistant professor Christopher Barney
is teaching in the biology department this
fall. He received his B.S. from Wright
State University and went on to complete
his Ph.D. in physiology at Indiana
University.
F o r m e r Hope student Jeffery Boes is an
instructor in the computer science
department. After leaving Hope he went
on to earn an M.S. at the University of
Pittsburgh. During the past year he has
been employed by the Ford Motor
Company.

'

The communication department has
two. new faculty members this year:
assistant professors Kathy Harbert and
Susan Sharpe. Harbert is finishing her
Ph.D. at Pennsylvania State University
while Sharpe recently completed her
Ph.D. at the University of Denver.
S h a r p e , who is t e a c h i n g Communication 101, Public Relations, and a
skills lab, has had a very ; ' f a v o r a b l e
reaction to the students and faculty at
Hope and to Holland as a community."
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The history deparment is also adding
two new members to its staff. Professor
Carl Strikwerda is a lecturer in the
department. Since completing his B.A. at
Calvin College and an M.A. at the
University of Chicago, he has been doing
doctoral research in Belgium.
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Hope offers the B.S. degree
A bachelor of-science degree is now
available at Hope, in addition to the
bachelor of a r t s and bachelor of music
degrees. This is the first time Hope has
offered the B S.
The core requirements for the B.S. a r e
the s a m e as for the B.A., according to
Sheldon Wettack, dean for the natural
and social sciences. Thus the B.S. is not
intended to mark a departure from
Hope's traditional commitment to the
philosophy of a liberal arts college. The
degree "was approved with the idea that
the core would be the s a m e , " Wettack
said.
While the core requirements are no
different than those for a B A., individual
departments within the sciences may
alter their requirements for a departmental major with a B.S., in cooperation
with the Provost's Office, Wettack said.
The B S. degree program will require
an increased total spread of course work
hours in science and math, and "will
involve the student doing more specific
course work in a specific discipline,"
Wettack said.
The individual departments involved
will
work
out
the
specific
requirements,he noted, adding, "Optimistically, I would hope it could be
worked out this fall."
The B.S. was added primarily for those
students who intend to enter a profession
immediately a f t e r graduating from Hope.
For those who are going on for more
education, Wettack said, there is very
little difference between a B.A. and a B.S.
However, he said, " m a n y personnel
managers ... simply examine whether
the person got a B.S. degree or not." Thus
a science m a j o r with a B.A. could be at a
significant disadvantage in the job
market.
"For many of the students, they're not
going to be doing anything different than

they would otherwise as far as course
work is ioncerned," Wettack said, but
"that change in label could be pretty
important for t h e m " if they want to enter
the job market a f t e r graduation.
The B.S. degree, he stated, implies "a
broader breadth" of science background.
He noted that, while Hope's B.S. program
will be "pretty demanding of the
students," many students in the science
departments end up doing just as much

work as the B.S. requires anyway, but
until now have only received a B.A. for
their efforts.
The B.S. is offered only in the natural
sciences departments for the time being,
Wettack said, adding that "it's probably
more important for biology m a j o r s "
because of the keen competition for
employment in that a r e a ; chemistry
majors as well, he said, will find it to be a
valuable alternative.

Another Hope graduate, professor
Gordon J. Van Wyk, is teaching a class in
the department entitled "The Mind of
j a p a n " and a department seminar. Van
Wyk will be here for one semester. He is
on leave from his post as professor of
history at Meiji Gakuin University in
Japan.
Instructor Cheryl Hill is teaching in the
department of economics and business
administration. She, too, is a former Hope
student and went on to receive her M B. A.
fron Indiana University in 1979.
In the theatre department, lecturer
Barbara Inglehart is serving as designer
and costumer for the plays this year.
After completing her A.B. at Hope, she
received a B.F.A. at the University of
(continued on p. 10)

New administration center planned
Many changes are in progress con- goals concerning future development of
the physical plant was last completed in
cerning the future of Hope College's
1970.
campus. Ideas about a new adThe Alden B. Dow Associates will
ministrative center to meet the needs
prepare a preliminary report, to be
which were previously filled by Van
finished within the next few weeks. It is
Raalte Hall, which was completely
the college's plan to have the final report
destroyed by a fire on April 29, a r e being
completed by Homecoming Weekend,
developed. These plans will have a
when the Board of Trustees may take
significant impact on the campus'
physical appearance and on the working action concerning the administrative
a r e a s for many administrators in the not- center at their semi-annual meeting.
The completion of the Dow firm's
so-distant future.
overall
analysis of the future for Hope is
The Alden B. Dow Associates of
Midland, MI have been hired to develop integral for planning the development of
the administrative center. The building
tha concept of an administrative center
will
be designed to function in the best
for Hope. This firm is familiar with
Hope's needs: it recently directed the possible way, meeting a s many of the
design and the construction of the Dow campus' needs as possible. According to
Physical Education Center and the ex- President Gordon J. Van Wylen, the
pansion of the Phelps Dining Hall. The development of plans for the adfirm was selected by a special committee ministrative building is more involved
than building projects in the past.
comprised of Board of Trustee members.
• The only definite occupants for the new
The Dow firm will make a comprehensive evaluation of the campus. The administrative center a r e the staff
architects will seek to understand the members whose offices, previously
housed in Van Raalte, a r e temporarily
needs of students, faculty m e m b e r s and
administrators and to design a new ad- locatedin the DeWitt Cultural Center.
Van Wylen stated that the architect is
ministrative center which can best meet
examining
the feasibility of many
the college's needs. A comprehensive
study such a s this to assess the college's locations for the new administrative

center. No site has been selected at this
time.
The Carnegie gymnasium site is under
consideration. Carnegie has been used
very little since the Dow Center opened
two years ago, except as a temporary
dining facility while the Phelps dining
room was being remodeled last fall.
The architect who is working on the
project spent time on campus during the
summer and mentioned, according to
President Van Wylen, an administrative
center comprised of "one floor underground, with some exposure, and two
above. The building will somehow tie into
(connect with) DeWitt, Phelps, and the
music building."
The architect does not intend to make
the building taller than DeWitt because,
as Van Wylen stated, ''if we do build on
the Carnegie site, the building will have to
be attractive and useful. It must blend
into the overall environment." No
definite plans haVfe been made concerning these ideas.
Such an administrative center would
have 30,000 to 35,000 useable square feet.
The administrative offices will occupy
about 20,000 square feet, according to Van
(continued on p. 11)

Nyenhuis earns appointment
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Jacob E. Nyenhuis, dean for the a r t s
and humanities at Hope, has been elected
chairman of the Michigan Council for the
Humanities for a two-year term.
A member of the Council since 1976,
Nyenhuis was appointed to the executive
committee in 1977 and elected vice
chairman in 1978. He has also served as
chairman of the finance committee
concurrent with his service as vice
chairman.
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T h e Michigan Council for the
Humanities, an affiliate of the National
Endowment for the Humanities, awards
grants to non-profit organizations for
public humanities programs. Established
in 1974, the Council now receives annual
grants from the National Endowment for
the Humanities in excess of $500,000 and
regrants. approximately 80 per cent of
those funds to support projects on college
and university campuses, in public

libraries, town halls, churches and
schools.
The Council is comprised of 25 members, two of whom a r e appointed by the
governor. The remainder a r e elected by
Council from a list of candidates
nominated
by i n s t i t u t i o n s a n d
organizations throughout the state.
Membership on the Council is equally
divided between public representatives
and college and university professors or
administrators. Council members normally serve for one four-year term. The
Council's offices a r e in E a s t Lansing.
In 1979 Nyenhuis was elected to a threeyear term on the eiecutive committee of
the Federation of Public Programs in the
Humanities, a national organization of
state programs similar to the Michigan
Council for the Humanities. His term on
the Michigan Council for the Humanities,
therefore, was extended until November,
1982.
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The conversion of 12th Street into a pedestrian mall will be completed by the end ol
September (photoby Lora Rector)

Student Congress elections
t4

If you bother to complain, help work
for change," suggests Student Congress
president Jon Schmidt. As the new year
begins, the Student Congress is anxious to
define its role as the principal vehicle of
student-initiated change on campus.
Student Congress considers and acts on
students' constructive criticisms about
campus affairs and on ideas for campus

Hope scientists busy with research
by Amy Purvis
Summer, 1980, for about 70 Hope
science students meant an opportunity to
work on research projects about topics
ranging from proton induced x-ray
emission to the toxicity of nitric oxide to
slime molds. The bustle of activity in the
laboratories of Peale Science Center
never ceased as dedicated scientists
sought to discover some of life's
mysteries.
"The research experience," according
to Sheldon Wettack, dean for the natural
and social sciences, 4'is one of the most
important facets of education at Hope
College. By doing science, you really
learn it."
Most science faculty members pursue a
special scientific research project during
the summer; students have the opportunity for direct involvement, working
with professors to carry out projects with
develop theories and prove hypothesis.
The high caliber scientists who are
members of the Hope faculty work to
maintain high standards and a commitment to research in the Hope science
program.

"The goal of the Hope faculty," said
Wettack, "is to remain- professionally
vital and to make contributions in their
fields. This helps to provide a rich and
stimulating environment."
Hope scientists do "real" research. The
ideas being studied and the experiments
being done by scientists at Hope are often
original. The research is supported by
grants which are awarded on a competitive basis. The scientific work usually
leads to a publishable result.
Hope students make real contributions
to the scientific world of academia,
largely as a result of the experimentation
done during the summer months. Undergraduates at other four-year colleges
rarely have the opportunity to do fulltime, original research, which Hope
students enjoy.
Just how well do the summer research
opportunities at Hope compare to other
research programs? A study done of all
small, private liberal arts colleges in the
United States says very well. In "A
Survey of Undergraduate Research Over
the Past Decade," 194 colleges were
compared in nine categories which

Welcome Back
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measured research activity quality. Hope
College's program ranked first in seven
of the nine categories and second in the
other two categories.
Michael Doyle studied the formation of
di-nitrogen compounds. Rodney Boyer
and Doyle worked on a biochemical study
with ^ grant from the National Institute of
Health. They examined the chemical and
biochemical basis for determining the
toxicity of nitric oxide and studied nitrocil
compounds. Donald Friedrich worked
with laser spectoscopy. Michael Seymour
experimented
in
analytical
environmental chemistry.
Biology research in a variety of subjects was done by 20 students on and off
campus. Harvey Blankespoor conducted
an SOS study of swimmer's itch at the
University of Michigan Biological Field
Station in northern Michigan. Meredith
Black well conducted research on slime
molds collected in the Arizona desert.
Allen Brady systematically examined
wolf spiders.
Eldon Greij engaged in marsh sampling in the Hope College Biological Field
Station. Donald Cronkite did research
concerning the Paramecium. J a m e s
Gentile, on a grant from the NIH, studied
the mutagenic effects of pesticides and
insecticides on agriculture. Paul Van
Faasen worked with algae in Lake
Macatawa.
Physics students did extensive work in
the accelerator laboratory. Bryant
• Hichwa, Peter Jolivette, and J a m e s
Toevs teamed with students to work in the
Hope accelerator laboratory. The
physicists also had the opportunity to
travel to facilities at the University of
Indiana and at the University .of
Wisconsin to work on federally supported
projects in large laboratory situations.
The research involved use of an accelerator facility to analyze the chemical
elements found in environmental samples
using PIXE, proton induced x-ray
emission.
Geology students worked with Robert
Reinking on area land use studies. J a m e s
Farlow led students in work on paleontological studies about the dinosaur and
its demise.
In the math department, Elliot Tanis
conducted computer graphics research.

improvements.
Student Congress
representatives a r e the student body's
voice to the faculty and to the administration on committees such as the
Curriculum Committee, the Student
Appropriations Committee and the
Residential Life Committee. Any change
which is catalyzed by students is voiced
through Student Congress representatives.
Every Hope student has an opportunity
to be a part of the Student Congress.
Election proceedings are happening now;
enthusiastic students a r e encouraged to
become candidates. Everyone is welcome
and everyone may vote to choose his
candidate.
Student representatives are chosen for
all members of the student body; the
districts are divided according to where a
student lives. Each dormitory has
representatives in proportion to iU size,
there are five representatives for offcampus students, and three at-large
representatives.
In order to place one's name on the
ballot, a petition must be obtained and 15
signatures collected from persons living
in the area represented.
Petitions may be obtained from Jon
Schmidt, 102 Emersonian; Jane Sanderson, 314 Kollen; Matt VanderMolen,
101 Emersonian; or the Campus Activities Office in DeWitt Basement.
All candidates must turn in petitions on
or before Friday, September 12. Campaigning will take place September 15-23
on campus. Election day is September 24
and voting will take place by district
Students will vote for representatives
for the area in which they live as well as
for at-large representatives.

Book honored
A book by Hope philosophy professor
Merold Westphal has been chosen by
Choice Magazine as one of the "outstanding academic books" of the past
year.
"History and Truth in Hegel's
Phenomenology" was listed in the May
issue of the magazine as one of 14 books in
philosophy which "deserve special attention" and a r e "essential for college
and university libraries." v
Choice Magazine is the major review
journal for academic libraries.
Westphal indicated that the "measure
of worth and success" of a book such as
his is "not in terms of sales."
Westphal joined the Hope faculty in
1976. In addition to his' book, he has
published a number of essays on 19thcentury German philosophy and is
currently vice president of the Hegel
Society of America.

Voorhees progresses; cottages acquired
The restoration of 73-year-old Voorhees
Hall is "pretty much on schedule," according to Bruce Johnston, assistant dean
of students^ It should be finished by midspring semester, in time for students to
see the rooms before room drawing for
next fall.
Johnston said that no decision has been
made as to the make-up of the Voorhees
residents; it will house either all women
or both women and men, but, said
Johnston, "it would not be all men."
Most of the exterior work has been
completed, with new, energy-saving
windows and a new roof added. The ivycovered walls have been cleaned, and it is
very likely the vines will not be allowed to
grow on the walls again, since they
weakened the brick.
The only deviation from the plans has
involve installing a steam tunnel between
Graves and Voorhees, instead of just a
steam pipe as originally planned, said
William Anderson, vice president for
business and finance.
The change results in easier maintenance of the steam pipes, with an additional advantage of being the location of
the tunnel under the walkway to the rear
entrance of Voorhees; thus the walkway
will be kept clear of snow and ice during
the winter.
The rear entrance of the building is the
entrance for the handicapped and leads to
the elevator. Because the college receives
federal monies all new building projects
and renovations of existing buildings
must be accessible to all, regardless of
physical disabilities.

The total cost of the physical
restoration of Voorhees, according to
Anderson, is $1,293,000..The college raised
the money for the project by offering for
sale tax-exempt bonds — only the second
such college in Michigan'to do this since
laws were recently changed to allow
colleges to offer bonds.
Anderson projected that the total cost
of the project will be about $1.4 million.
This figure includes all legal fees and the
interest on the money. There is a
projected expense of $160,000 a year for
the Voorhees bonds until they are paid
off.
In another measure designed to ease
the tight housing conditions on campus,
the college has acquired four new cottages over the summer for use as student
housing, according to Johnston. The four
cottages will house a total of 30 students.
Van Tubergan Cottage houses five
students and is located on East 14th
Street; the new Kleis Cottage, named
after the cottage that was destroyed by
fire last January, houses nine students
and is located on Columbia Avenue;
Klaaren Cottage houses nine students and
Is located on East 14th Street; and Smith
Cottage — the language house — houses
seven German students and is located on
East 14th Street.
There are 1641 spaces for students in
on-campus housing, and Johnston stated
recently that there were, at that time,
approximately 30 applications over the
number of available spaces.
Johnston said that he had been
receiving several non-returning student
cards or off-campus housing permission
applications each day, and projected that
most of the applicants over the number of

CO

spaces would be assigned a room by the
C/3
first day of classes.
If there were not enough available
A new Direct Inward Dial (DID)
spaces, Johnston said, students would be telephone system has been installed at
housed temporarily in other quarters, Hope this semester. This will allow
including the large study rooms in Kollen, outside residents to dial directly into a
a triple in Dykstra set aside for the Head , student's room or residence without going
Resident's use, and a room in Durfee that through the operator.
was also set aside for the Head Resident's
In describing the system, business
use.
manager Barry Werkman noted that
each four-digit room or residence
Though housing is becoming tighter telephone number will now begin with a
each year, there is no plan to increase six rather than a four. In addition, there
available space by constructing a new will be a 394 prefix before each four-digit
dorm.
number.
This is because "all indicators show a
decline in college enrollment. The total
Calling between rooms on campus will
enrollment will not increase sub- still only require the dialing of the last
stantially," Johnston stated.
four numbers. Those persons calling
either a faculty member or an adHe went on to say that the on-campus ministrator from the outside will go
population increases slightly due to through the operator as before. All
economic conditions of off-campus outgoing long-distanoe calls will still pass
housing, and in many cases on-campus through the operator also.
Previously, the telephone system had
housing is less expensive than off-campus
been operating with 30 lines to handle all
housing.
incoming and outgoing calls. The DID
Johnston feels that it would not be system has added 22 new lines to
proper stewardship for the college to facilitate incoming calls.
build a new dorm with the indicators such
as they are,*with no substantial change
During the next few months Werkman
seen in the near future.
expects a number of the original 30 lines
to be added to the current six outgoing
With the addition of approximately 100 long distance lines to help alleviate past
spaces in Voorhees, Johnston does not difficulties in completing those calls.
think more space is needed. He added
One additional problem has also been
that the college will retain several cot- solved. Double connect calls, or those
tages for use as buffers in case there is an Instances where students were able to
unexpected increase in on-campus hear conversations on other lines, will no
population.
longer occur.

New billing policy
This semester's billings for tuition,
room and board were due on August 15
this year instead of on the first day of
classes as in previous years.
The effectiveness of the new policy in
the Student Accounts Office is difficult to
measure because student financial aid
files were destroyed in the Van Raalte
fire, which delayed financial aid award
notification letters to returning students.
Most returning students, therefore, did
not know the exact balance that they
owed to the college. In these cases, the
college suggested that students subtract
their financial aid award for last year
before paying their bill. Differences will
be billed or refunded to the students.
According to Barry Werkman, business
manager, there are two reasons for the
new practice. First, the contractial year
for college employees starts on August 15.
The new payment due date corresponds
with the contractial year.

Secondly, earlier payments mean that
the college can invest the money for a
longer time before it must be spent for
normal running expenses of the college.
Werkman noted that, because the college
invests larger sums than a private person
invests, the college receives a higher
interest earning on its investments. The
college investments result in lower tuition
for all Hope students.
Although the final for last year are
incomplete, Werkman estimated that
"the college earned about $400,000 by
investing. This figure, divided by the
number of students paying tuition, means
that tuition was kept down almost $200
per student."
Werkman predicted that somewhat the
same time schedule will be followed for
the spring semester due date. Tuition,
room and board billings for spring
semester will be due approximately two
weeks before classes begin in January.
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Voorhees renovation holds hope for the future
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improves

'As Hope's campus slowly filled
last weekend, returning students
immediately noticed several
changes in the appearance of the
campus.
Some of the most obvious
changes include the 12th Street
renovation, the new offices in
Dewitt, and. of course, the nowlevel area where Van Raalte Hall
once stood.
Freshmen
and
transfer
students can see the cha nging
face of Hope's campus as we
/ell in

the dirt mounds and the areas
which have not yet been landscaped to hide scarred plots of
ground.
Less noticeable changes in the
campus include the ongoing
Voornees renovation, the new
sidewalk area behind Lubbers
and Durfee Halls, and even the
newly cleaned exterior of Graves
Hall.
Many of these alterations may
present initial confusion for the
newly-arrived students and may
in some cases temporarily impair the appearance of the
campus; however, as a group the
changes represent a significant
step forward and an admirable
recovery from a group of incidents which could have proved
devastating to the college

The burning of Van Raalte and
Van Vleck Halls presented the
college with perhaps the greatest
challenge since its inception.
Less painful, yet still destructive,
incidents such as Snow
Auditorium's ceiling caving in
and assistant professor of art Bill
Mayer's studio being run into
only served to irritate the wound.
Hope
bounced
back
remarkably well from these
catastnxphies and nearcatastrophies. The college administrators and staff pulled
together immediately following
the incidents, and that the
organization and cooperation
have remained high is evident in
the amount that has been accomplished over the summer
months.
Not only have offices been set
up to replace those lost in the Van
Raalte fire, Snow's ceiling
replaced, and Van Vleck rerenovated, but the college has
also been able to* continue
moving forward in its other
projects, most notably 12th
Street and Voorhees.
Hope College is to be commended, as are all those who
were involved in the summer's
developments.
So ignore the patches of dirt
and minor inconveniences and
keep in mind the work and
dedication which have brought
the campus out of a disastrous
period in its history.
And welcome back.

Anchor policy announced
The anchor will attempt to cover
relevant campus news and events in a
professional and resposible manner,
maintain a high standard of editorial
leadership, and provide a forum for
campus opinion.
Toward attaining this goal, the editors
have established the following policies:
STYLE
The anchor will strive to maintain a
consistent journalistic style in all
material published. The United Press
International style book will serve as a
guide in all matters of style except those
which are peculiar to a college campus.
SUBMITTED ARTICLES
Unsolicited submitted articles may or
may not be printed, at the discretion of
the editors. The editors reserve the right
to edit any unsolicited material, with the
exception of letters to the editor.
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
The anchor will publish all letters
written by Hope students, faculty, staff,
or alumni, and pertaining to issues
directly concerning the campus or
community, under the following condition^.

a. Letters containing libel, slander or
obscenity will not be printed.
b. Letters should concern campus
issues and should attack ideas, not
people. Personal attacks on individuals
will not be printed.
c. The editors reserve the right to delete
profanity; correct spelling, punctuation
and grammar; and edit letters as dictated by anchor style. The editors will not
alter the wording or meaning of a letter.
d. Letters should be typewritten,
double-spaced, and must not exceed five
typewritten pages.
e. Letters must Include the author's
name and phone number or extension.
The author's name will be withheld from
publication upon request.
f. The editors will use their discretion in
printing letters from individuals outside
of the Hope community, or which concern
topics not directly related to campus
issues.
OFFICE HOURS
The anchor welcomes comments, ideas
and submissions. The anchor office is
located in the basement of Graves Hall,
and is open Monday through Friday from
3 to 5 p.m.

Sympathy extended
The anchor wishes to extend its sympathy concerning the following deaths:

down a culvert on July 9 and is believed to
have drowned.

Five-year-old Matthew Vanderwel, son
of Dave Vanderwel, associate dean of
students, died asfcheresult of a drowning
accident on August 9.

Gay Agheana, wife of Spanish professor
ion Agheana, passed away on May 26
after suffering a lengthy illness.

Mi Hyong Lee, religion professor Sang * Our thoughts and prayers are with
Lee's fourteen-year-old daughter, fell these families.
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Opinion

Schuller's views questioned
by Lynn Winkels
In recent years, the American religious
scene has been prevaded by a new trend
called ''positive thinking." It began with
Norman Vincent Peale in the 50s. but has
been expanded and revamped into
"possibility thinking" by Rev. Robert
Schuller of Garden Grove Community
Church in California.
He is a very popular and successful
man leading an equally popular and
successful church, and he attributes it all
to his possibility thinking principles.
Certainly Schuller has talents as a
minister, but critics from many different
backgrounds and denominations are
questioning the substance of his
preaching. In his quest to preach a
popular Gospel, he has chosen to emphasize only those things that are
positive, downplaying an important and
necessary part -of Christianity. Since
Schuller reaches so many people, it is
important to realize exactly what he is
and is not saying.
Concepts of possibility thinking are
drawn from Scriptural passages on faith
and God's guidance. For example: "In
everything you do, put God first, and he
will direct you and crown your efforts
with success." (Prov, 3:5,6 TLB) Or: "If
ye have faith, and doubt not, ye shall say
unto this mountain. Be thou removed, and
be thou cast into the sea, and it shall be
done." (Matt. 17:20)
On the basis of these and similar verses, Schuller derives the idea that
anything is possible if one only believes in
it and in himself and affirms these beliefs
by thinking positively. He believes that
God wants people to be successful; thus if
they fail in anything it is because they
lacked sufficient faith or allowed
negative thoughts to overcome them.
This ideology is the basis for the church
programs and the outreach of the Gospel.
The church's goal is to employ
Christianity to meet the needs of the
people around it, but Schuller does not
adopt the Billy Graham altar-call type of
approach. Instead, he preaches positive
sermons filled with upbeat cliches of his
own inspiration, such as "Inch by inch
everything's a cinch." He feels that the
best way to reach the affluent, successoriented suburbanites around him is to
provide a means of achieving that success through the Gospel.
There is no doubt that he is effective.
The church currently has ten thousand
members and gains about nine hundred

members each year, while an additional
three million people watch his weekly
television show. He is reaching out to
people with some attractive church
programs, while most mainline churches
are doing what they have always done
and losing members in the process. His
supporters praise him for adding new life
to religion and making it applicable to
everyone.
Schuller comes from the Reformed
tradition and attended Hope College and
Western Seminary. He claims to be a
traditional Calvinist, but avoids
preaching -traditional doctrine. One of
Calvin's basic points was the total
depravity of man: meaning that man has
a sinful nature and must repent in order
to have favor with God. Schuller agrees
with this to a point, but claims that people
are already aware of th^ir sin; therefore,
they do not need to be warned in a fire and
brimstone sermon that they must repent.
He chooses to focus on the positive side of
(continued on p I J)
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Commentary

Memories of Japan

m
3

(Editor s note:
)tG: Karen Puschel was one of o
.
. . .
• . ,
.. .
philosophy
receptive
to
new
ideas,
which
group of Hope students who spent several
weeks ot the Meiji Gakuin University in Japan is termed liberal.
The Japanese do not direct all their
this summer. Here she comments on her
attention to economic affairs. It is just as
experiences.)

i^v

y-

important for a Japanese person to
by Karen Puschel
Japan: A world that was forcibly develop his inner self and his artistic self,
opened to the West just over a hundred / ^ s .*s w ^ . P 0 ^ c e m e n study not only
years ago. A country which saw its criminal justice but also flower arranging
traditions flaunted and ignored with the and the ancient tea ceremony. These
influx of foreigners. A nation which pursuits help the Japanese in their search
withstood the harshest blow that one for "wa," or inner harmony of the spirit.
Thus, while several members of our
country has ever given another.
Japan: A people so warm and group visited the vice president of Space
hospitable that 11 Hope students and one ^ n v a ( k r s , Dave Schackow and I went to
Hope professor found it very difficult to a n e x h | b i t of flower arrangements. One
leave. In fact, one of the students. Holly c a n v ^ .
Building with its
Cope, loved Tokyo so much that she a r n a z ^ n 8 intricate electronics during the
an(
decided to spend money on an extra ticket
^
turn back the clock that
even n
0
and travel home by herself just so she
* g t
Kabuki theatre. •
could stay one final day. She might tell
^ ^ a n d t h e n e ^ t h e artistic and the
you she lost her ticket and passport, but t e c h f n , c a l e x , s t ^ e t h e r in a blend which
18 0 t e n t e r m e c
we know better
'
' contradictory. But the
result
I think we all wanted to stay in Tokyo
^ ^
successful. The Japanese
are
6
8
for a "last time" at our favorite places.
P ^?
calmest, most peaceful
6
ave ever
Memories at the Sapporoll Beer Hall, an P ^ ® * ^
at the same time
wor
an
evening on the Ginza, a Japanese meal of
^
^ loyalty have made
raw fish, will stay with us always. But it ^ m . prosperous....
088
was the Japanese people themselves that
^ ^ P
^ ® to go on tq describe the
a
anese
as
made our visit so charming. Monuments J P
" g r o u p , oriented,
and buildings are cold and empty without homogenous in race and culture, and to
pleasant company and friendship. We describe other traits which help one to
found plenty of both waiting for us.
understand the mystery of the Japanese
During one of our lectures at Meiji P * * 1 6 - I n d e ^ m a n y ^
have been
Gakuin University, our Tokyo college for
^ ^ e subject. Many students
four weeks, we received a survey of w h o participated in Hope s May Term in
values held by the Japanese people. The J a P a n
mteresting i m p r ^ i o n s .
highest values were • dependability,
Martin Tilley and Bob Baird will surely
honesty and gentleness. Needless to say, ^11 you about the girls. Ask Sue Gnesmer
such values help to create very caring a n d s ] i e m 1 ^
y 011 ahout aU the close
friends she has in Japan. Ask Amy
people.
But there is another part to the Rathbun and she would be able to tell you
Japanese people which was best ex- about the education system, ^ince she is
plained by the famous reporter Yukio teaching English there presently. Ask
Matsuyama, who we were fortunate any of the people mentioned earlier and
enough to have as a lecturer. He you'll hear a variety of tales. Most of
described the Japanese as " h a r e s " — them will even be true.
Perhaps even more than the Hope
large ears, small mouths, gentle and
mild, but also "sneaking into others' students, the 15 Japanese students we
can
you
fields " Our businessmen have indeed now have on
. . . campus
....
, i L . tell
.
n
discovered this as the Japanese continue f
. ^
know, think you
to quietly and well-manneredly corner
that the more you hear, the more
many of our markets.
you 11 want to hear.
J a a n 18 n o l o n e r
from
Much has been written of why the
P
g
^
^
Japanese are so proficient economically. ^ ^ w e s a ^ *n World War II, we are
Lana Bian, Craig Schumann, Mark Van e x t r e m e l y c ^ o s e together. But the
Mater. Sue Van Eenenaam, and Holly m y s t e r y of Japan remains, due partly to
Cope were especially interested in o u r o w n i S n o r a n c e ' hut due mainly to the
discovering the answer first-hand. Our f a c t t h a t t h e J a p a n e s e seem to want to
group received lectures on Japanese r e m a ' n mysterious. The challenge of
marketing, distributing, post-World War unlocking the Japanese puzzle is inII recovery problems, and future triguing. The fascination begins when we
economic problems. We visited the take up that challenge.
Nissan Automobile plant and a Toshiba
plant.
We should all be experts on Japan's
economy after consuming all of that, but
what we found were more social and
cultural factors contributing to Japan's
success than we had ever imagined. What
stands out-predominantly is how hard the
Japanese work and how devoted they are
to their jobs.
But there is more to the Japanese than
just hard work and dependability. The
Japanese approach life the way we at
Hope are supposed to approach learning
That is. with an all-encompassing
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The reconstruction of the ceiling of Snow Auditorium which collapsed on July 8 is
now complete
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For women, the original handsewn Docksides boat
shoe. Specially tanned cowhide upper is chemically
treated to withstand scuffing, fading, saltwater, foot
perspiration. Famous Sebago non-slip boat sole is
carefully fit to the last for longer wear. An ideal boat
shoe. A comfortable, good-looking casual. Made in
Maine.

views
o
by Betty Buikema
x
u
Robert Schuller, senior minister of the
c
o Garden Grove Community Church in
U Garden Grove, CA, delivered the address
O
at
Tuesday
night's
convocation
ceremony.
o Schuller graduated from Hope in 1947 at
u
the age of 20, having enrolled at the age of
w
16.
o He has been the center of a good deal of
controversy as well as admiration concerning the $20 million " c r y s t a l
c a t h e d r a l " he is building. The structure,
which will be ready for services Sept. 14,
contains 10,600 windows.
Schuller spoke on 4 T h e Pursuit of

Excellence," encouraging Hope students
to s t r i v e for excellence. " W e ' r e
p r o g r a m m e d to f a i l , a n d ^we're
p r o g r a m m e d for mediocrity," he said. He
stressed the need to overcome this
" p r o g r a m m i n g " in order to gain
potential for. "picking up the dream that
God gives us."
He delivered the address with great
style and polish to a packed house with
people standing in the aisles. The speech
was strewn with humor, and contained
references to his cathedral and to his
cohcept of "possibility thinking."
"A proclamation of possibility thinking
is a proclamation of the cross," he said.

stating at another point that "the idea of
the Crystal Cathedral is an idea of
unequalled, unsurpassed excellence."
Gazing toward heaven with raised
a r m s , he added, "The joy of being able to
present a beautiful gift back to Him is a
wonderful, wonderful feeling."
In a later interview, Schuller stated, "I
have developed a systematic theology of
self-esteem which 1 consider to be
scriptural."
Schuller described his philosophy as
being that of a Calvinist view "purged of
its negative emphasis."Said Schuller, 4 i
have tried to cleanse classical Christian
theology of the statements that d e m e a n . "
Critics have attacked Schuller for the
massive amounts of money he has invested in his cathedral, with all the
poverty that exists in the world.
" I ' m not a socialist. If I were a socialist
I would give all my money to feed the
poor," Schuller said.
Rather than giving money to the poor

and having it stop there, he explained, he
can use it to generate new and greater
wealth. He expects to generate "up to $2
billion" in the next 20 years for use in
missionary work.
The central focus of Schuller's ministry
is self-esteem, though he said that "selfesteem doesn't become an end in itself";
it leads to love. "It is the lack ... of selfaffirmation that keeps us from loving."
he said. "Everything I'm doing is aimed
at getting people to love."
Schuller blames many social problems
on lack of self-esteem. "When a person
believes he is worthy of success," he
noted, "he will stop choosing to fail "
On the question of original sin, Schuier
said. "What is sin but a lack of t r u s t ? " He
cited the development of a baby, and the
fact that one of the first things a baby
needs to learn is to trust
"We're born non-trusting," he said
"That's the core of original sin "
(continued

i

Damage left by last semester's fire is still being dealt with
Students b e c o m e involved at activities fair (photo by L o r a H e c t o r )
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Welcome Back Hope
STUDENTS!
Tuesday
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Wednesday

Rock-n-Roll Night
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Thursday

Roger Matthews,
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Summer conferences

{

by Amy Purvis
Two elderly ladies hobbled down the
steps of Durfee Hall to meet a senior
citizens' bus headed toward Windmill
Island. At 10:30 a.m. the Kletz filled for a
coffee break, with with businessmen in
three-piece suits participating in a
Thermotron convention. The Pine Grove
echoed with the cheers and shouts of high
school cheerleading squads practicing
enthusiasm during their campus training
session.
After final exams in May, students
leave campus and scatter for various
summer destinations. Hope's campus
doesn't sleep. A vital and growing
s u m m e r convention program brings a
series of groups to campus — among
them marching bands and senior citizens
during Tulip Time, Reformed Church in
America meetings, gatherings for local
businesses and industries, and summer
camps for high school athletes.
The people who use campus facilities
keep summer staff members hopping to
make visitors feel welcome at Hope and
allow Hope's buildings and equipment to
remain in use during the three and a half
months while students a r e away.
Vern Schippers, who directs the
development of Hope as a summer
convention center, explains that, "since
Hope isn't a s u m m e r school campus,
making the facilities available to
business and industry, church-related
groups, athletic camps for high school
students, and other organizations who
need a place to hold summer conventions
presents itself as a very marketable
idea."
Three years ago, Hope was asked to
house some visitors during Tulip Time,
the third largest annual festival in the
United States. Although the festival takes
place the third week in May, less than a
week after students move out of the
dormitories, the Hope s u m m e r staff
cleaned and prepared for guests; the
visitors were accomodated comfortably.
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Hope administators saw great potential
for growth in the development of the use
of campus facilities during the summer.
According to Tom Renner, director of
information services, the s u m m e r conference program makes two important
contributions to the life of Hope. First, it
provides c a m p u s e m p l o y m e n t opportunities during the summer. Because
of the extra responsibilities and income
generated for the maintenance crew, the
Saga food service, and regular staff
members involved in hosting conferences, Hope can employ more people.
For example, a full maintenance staff
works year round, which was not possible
before the summer program. Because a
full staff is on hand all summer, campus
improvements are carried out in the
s u m m e r which might otherwise be
postponed till the fall.
Also, the income generated by the
s u m m e r conventions provides significant
financial support to the college, which
balances the budget. Using the facilities
on campus during the summer helps
Hope to make ends meet.
The Office of Conference Planning is
staffed by Vern Schippers and Mary
Kempker and is located in the Alumni
House. "Let Hope College Be Your
Conference Center," a colorful brochure
circulated to conference planners', advertises Hope facilities and offers Hope's
commitment to accomodate any convention's needs.
Hope is presented as a wholesome,
healthy environment offering excellent
facilities and resources. For meetings,
conventioneers can choose between over
65 different facilities: conference rooms,
classrooms, auditoriums, and outdoor
space for groups ranging from 10 to 1300.
Campus housing accomodates 1100
people; Saga provides food service which
will flex to meet a convention's needs.
Dow Physical Education Center attracts
groups for recreational entertainment
and as a place for athletic training
(continued from p. 9)
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Musicians rehearse outside Nykerk Music Building
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Lots cheer at Hope during summer months

Schuller
(continued

from p. 6)

He tied his self-esteem teachings into
the idea of salvation, explaining that the
self-esteem problem is solved when the
individual has "an encounter with the
Ideal One." While this encounter can be
"life-changing if it has been provoked in a
positive environment," too often it is
induced in a negative environment, he
said.
"The Gospel of Christ rightly understood is a religion for the glory of the
person for the greater glory of God," he
added. "That kind of religion is healthy
religion."
Schuller feels that unsaved people may
be alienated if they are preached to. "You
can't preach to them." he said. "You can
share your views with them."
This is what he attempts to do, and he is
very successful at it. "We just moved into
the number two spot, just behind Oral
Roberts," he smiled, referring to the
most recent ratings of T.V. evangelists.
Concerning Hope College, Schuller
stated. "I sense that the vibrations on
campus reflect ... genuine Christianity."
Schuller is a loyal Hope alumnus. "I've
never turned down an invitation to
Hope," he said, adding, "This Crystal
Cathedral would never have been built if I
hadn't gone to Hope."
Schuller sees his cathedral as a
"glorious monument in society" which
will help to achieve his goal of raising the
self-esteem of others. Contributors to the
building " h a v e a sense of pride" in
having contributed to such a structure, he
said.
Schuller intends to continue to "communicate the theology of self-esteem," he
said, stressing, "There's nothing more
important than this."
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'"vestigating
some
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management/labor schemes which are
PP
? f U y different from typical American business
Practices. Peter Schakel, professor of
majce a substantial contribution to his ^ T i T a t ^
according to Sheldon Wettack, C dean e of
natural and social sciences.
Every seven years, each professor at
Hope may apply for a leave of absence
from campus in order to broaden his
horizons either by travelling the f a r
corners of the world or by exploring his
qwn backyard. A professor clearly
defines his goals and objectives when he
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spring semester 1980, eight
professors travelled bevond Hope and
return to campus this fall with fresh ins i g h t s . Les Beach, p r o f e s s o r of
psychology, researched "humanizing
education" from a psychological perspective. Roger Davis, associate
professor of music studied organ with
Robert Nochren at he University of
Michigan William Mungall, associate
professor of chemistry, worked with Gene
fntn ai™ y n ' a ,
P e graduate, at StanUniversity developing new approaches
o biosynthetic chemistry.
Michael Petrovich. associate professor of
history, spent last s u m m e r working on a
manuscript on nobility in the political
s>s cm of the Republic of Uubrovnik in
the seveenteenth century.
William Reynolds, associate professor
of English, researched literature in
Oxford. England, Barrie Richardson,
professor of economics and business
administration, travelled in Great Britain

for professors

l

3

Llterature
' 1640-1830." Richard
Smith, assistant professor of theater,
pursued studies is scenography and
visual arts.
F a l l s e m e s t e r , for nine Hope
professors, means far-away places and
intense intellectual activity. Harold
Bakker, assistant professor ofeducation,
will expand his knowledge on per
*T A
m i u w , ^ un ^ r f
spectives in education focusing on cross
cultu^a,
education, especially bi lingual
and Hispanic education in the urban
setting. David Clark, professor of history,
will research the influence of European
city planning on American cities and
planned communities. He will also
supervise a new facet of the Chicago
Metropolitan Semester. Donald Finn,
associate professor of theatre, will study
acting techniques with David Craig and
Stella Adler in Los Angeles

physics, will help to develop a time
resolved detection system for soft x-rays
from microsphere targets in the laser
fusion program at Los Alamos Scientific
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Summer fun at Hope
(continued from p. 7)
enjoys diversity among its guests in the
camps.
summertime.
Hope is a rich information center, with
"We must be what we say we are,"
libraries and faculty resource people proclaims Vern Schippers. Hope conavailable during the s u m m e r months.
ference planners are concerned that
The audio-visual department serves
guests enjoy their visit and that Hope
conventions' media needs.
facilities meet a convention's exPerhaps the most important selling
pectations
and
needs.
A Hope
point in Hope's campaign to develop a
representative has close contact with
summer
convention
program
is convention
planners
during
the
flexibility. "Our goal is to help you have a
preparation period. Once a group arrives
successful conference and we have the
on campus, a resource person stays with
flexibility to make sure that happens.
the conference a t all times. The Office of
We're small enough to have the capacity
Conference Planning wants happy
to meet your needs," promises the in- customers who will be anxious to return
troductory brochure.
to Hope.
The program builds gradually. Tulip
As the renovation of Voorhees Hall
Time groups have filled the campus for progresses, s u m m e r conferences a r e
the past three years; all the spaces for integral to design ideas for the facility.
next year's festival are already reserved.
"Voorhees," according to Schippers, "is
This s u m m e r , Hope hosted a
being developed as a self-contained
cheerleading c a m p and a basketball conference unit." Voorhees will facilitate
school. Local businesses such as Ther- meetings of up to 125 with rooms, conmotron and Hayworth used the campus ference areas in the building's basement,
for gatherings. The Rotary Club held a and meals catered by Saga. Voorhees will
convention on campus.
be a key spot for future convention
Visitors from the Netherlands, ex- planners.
changing a visit with friends in Zeeland,
The summer conference program is a
MI. lived in Lichty Hall for a few weeks. growing part of Hope. Using the campus
The Reformed Church in America held its to facilitate visitors for meetings during
General Synod at Hope in 1979 with over
the s u m m e r months is a natural idea.
600 people.
Activity on campus during the summer
This s u m m e r ' s largest convention was vitalizes Hope's program during the
the Young Calvinists. 1822 high school school year. An optimistic and enmen and women plus their leaders, who thusiastic Schippers sums up the summer
were on campus in mid-August. Hope conferences as "good for Hope."
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Candlestick
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Hair cut and
blow dry $10
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$25-$30

(cut Included)

Men's haircut $5
Documents from Van Raalte cornerstone were placed in library display this summer
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Laboratory.
John
Vanlwaarden, Computer Science department at
associate professor or mathematics, will California State University in Nor- co
0r
^ k e advanced courses and teach in the thbridge.
*
M
t

Engllsh

Jack Holmes, associate professor of
political science, is completing the draft
of a National Government textbook coauthored by Hope g r a d u a t e Mike
Engelhardt. George Kraft, associate
professor of physical education, will be in
..Teaching
London
writing
a
booki
to the Physical Education
F ( M aya\\
M a j o r - Joseph MacDoniels, associate
professor of communication, will spend
t h e y ^ p jn Sydney, Australia at Kuringfn
gai
Co,lege as
a
Visiti
Fellow
Communication
Studies.
Sandra
Parker,assistant professor of physical
education, will study in the Ph.D.
program in recreation at the University
of Maryland.
J a m e s Toevs associate professor of

I

Hours i
Mon. 12-5
Tues.-Fri. 9 A.M.-9 P.M.
Sot. 9 A.M.-5 P.M.

Piggyback
-£klsi_
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Florida. In 1979, she did the design work
for Hope's summer-theatre.
Filling a vacant position in the
philosophy department is assistant
professor Anthony Novak Perovich. All of
his undergraduate and graduate studies
were completed at the University of
California.

1

. Professor Marjorie Snyder, instructor
in physical education, recently finished
her M.S. in physical education at UCLA. .
John Vander Beek is on a leave of
absence from Whitworth College in
Spokane, Washington. He is a visiting
associate professor of mathematics in the
department this year.

X

RA orientation meetings were held during the week before classes began (photo by
Lora Rector)

Hope grods present papers

Digging around the Van Raalte site uncovered a lot of pipes (photoby Lora Rector)

Two 1980 Hope College graduates
presented papers at the annual summer
meeting of Pi Mu Epsilon, a national
mathematics honorary. The meeting,
held in conjunction with the summer
meeting of the Mathematical Association
of America, took place Aug. 19-20 at the
University of Michigan.
J a m e s McElheny, currently living in
Grand Rapids, spoke on "Simulating
Transformations in the Plane Symmetry
Patterns Using the Tektronix 4061.M This
talk was based on a research project
under the direction of Elliot A. Tanis,
professor of mathematics. The project

y

Community day this weekend

10 % discounts for
Hope Students
with i.D.

i

stairca
BROWNSTONE ALLEY
80 E. 8th St. HOLLAND
PHONE (616) 396 4569

Open Mon. & Fri. 10-9
Tues. & Sat. 10-5:30

On Saturday, the 12th Annual Community
Day and Ox Roast will be held. This is an
occasion for the citizens of Holland to
welcome Hope students to the community. This event has become a
significant part of the opening activities
of the school year, offering both students
and citizens of Holland an opportunity to
join together following the opening home
football game.
The 1980 Ox Roast will be held in
Smallenburg Park, adjacent to the home
football field, the Holland Community
, Stadium. Serving will be President Van
Wylen, Mayor Richard Smith, and

Welcome Hope Students
I•

overlapped m a t h e m a t i c s , computer
science, chemistry and art.
William Terkeurst from Grand Rapids
spoke on^'Relativity in Perspectivity."
This talk was based on some of the works
of the Dutch graphics artist M. C. Escher.
The Hope grads were two of only 22
college students from across the nation
who presented papers at the meeting.
Some of the other students came from
Washington University, Pomona College,
the University of Wisconsin, the
University of Arizona, St. Louis
University, and East Carolina University.

Album Special
M .00 Off
with Hope I.D.

t •

200 East Eighth Street

392-1831

members of the G t y Council, municipal
staff, and Hope faculty and staff.
The Ox Roast is the evening meal for all
boarding students. Saga Food Service
will honor all boarding students 1 cards at
the event. The food service will provide
each boarding student with a ticket to the
Ox Roast. Tickets for off-campus
students and friends are available from
the Student Accounts Office, in the
DeWitt Student-Faculty Lounge.

Accreditation
R e a c c r e d i t a t i o n of the t e a c h e r
education program at Hope College has
been granted by the National Council for
Accreditation of Teacher Education.
The accreditation through 1987 was
granted for the maximun afhount of time.
It comes after an education department
self-study during the 1979-80 school year,
followed by a visit from a NCATE team
last February.
"NCATE accreditation is a mark of
excellence and is a tribute to the entire
Hope College community as well as area
educators who cooperate with us in the
preparation of teachers,'* said J a m e s
Bultman,- education department chairman and general chairman of the NCATE
self-study.
"The accreditation is p a r t i c u l a r ^
significant in that it was at one time
largely honorific but has recently become
much more carefully accorded."
In 1970 the council reported a 31 percent
denial rate, the highest rejection rate of
any national specialized accrediting
agency. In Hope's category of private
institutions submitting four or more
programs for accreditation review, only
53 percent received full approval.
Among the benefits derived from accreditation is the fact that Hope
graduates who a r e certified can qualify
automatically for certification in about
one-half of the other states in the United
States.
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Schuller's views questioned
(continued from p. 4)
Christianity by advising people to accept
God's grace by believing His promises
and blessings.
Th» is an attractive message. It
doesn't require a real conversion experience or a serious commitment, and
that looks good to people. They see only
the outward desirability of Christianity
and hear Schuller propose that by
thinking positive, uplifting thoughts, they
can achieve material success and peace
of mind.
Jesus presents a somewhat different
picture of Christianity to his disciples.
Although he does speak of new and
abundant life, he also stresses another
aspect that Schuller avoids. Jesus
said:
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Fa en arch no longer stands, although bricks have been saved for appropriate use

Building plans progress
(continued
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Wylen. There a r e approximately 10.000
square feet of space in DeWitt which
might be used to help meet the need for
administrative space as well.
There are. Van Wylen pointed out. four
m a j o r a r e a s of concern. The first area is
the college a d m i n i s t r a t i v e offices.
Second, the three academic divisions of
education, business administration and
economics, and sociology need new
departmental sections. Third is the offices for student activities including the
anchor, the Milestone, Opus, the Student
Activities Committee, Student Congress,
Higher Horizons, and the Pit. Fourth, the
library needs to increase its shelf space.
There a r e two preliminary plans for the
administrative center space which w ill be
left after the administrative offices have
been housed. The first plan puts the three
academic departments in the building.
The second plan places additional library
shelf space in the remaining area. Both
plans call for the student activities offices
to remain in the basement of De Witt,
where they will be located as soon as
work on these new facilities has been
completed.
If the college selects the option of

building on the Carnegie site, there a r e
some concerns which must be provided
for First, the physical plant is located
behind C a r n e g i e . The college is
estimating that the cost of relocating the
physical plant would be about $600,000.
The architect feels that he can design
around the plant. Secondly, the college
would demolish Columbia Cottage in the
case that the Carnegie site were chosen.
The Van Raalte site has been withdrawn from consideration. Most college
officials agree that the open area is attractive, and Van Wylen said that the
college intends to leave the location open.
The new administrative center will be
financed using insurance compensation
which the college received after the Van
Raalte fire. The insurance money will not
cover the entire cost of the building, and
William Anderson, vice president for
business and finance, stated that the
college "should have money in hand
before construction s t a r t s . " *
* None of the ideas concerning the new
a d m i n i s t r a t i v e c e n t e r h a v e been
finalized. Firm decisions will be made in
the Board of Trustees meeting during
Homecoming Weekend.

^David H. Kammeraad
2866 Radcliff Avenue, SE
Grand Rapids, Ml 49508
(616)942-2990

RANDY
DISSELKOEN

. He that loveth father or
mother more tfian me, is
not worthy of me; and he
that loveth son or daughter
more than me, is not
worthy of me. And he that
taketh not his cross and
followeth after me, is not
worthy of me. He that
findeth his life shall lose it;
and he that loseth his life
for my sake shall find it.
(Matt. 10:37-39)
The heart of Christianity as expressed
here is not wealth and success, but selfsacrifice, not plastic possibility thinking
but true devotion to Christ and his work.
The life Jesus offers is the perfect
picture of what Christianity should be.
Jesus did, as Schuller claims, have a
remarkable ability to see the good in
people and bring out the best in them, but
Jesus did not, as Schuller does, ignore the
fact that people are sinner needing to
repent. Neither did Jesus promise a
materially successful and problem-free
life. His own life was one of poverty and
rejection, and his death by crucifixion

i

was the most humiliating possible. Jesus'
emphasis was commitment to the work of
God, and the reward he promised was
heavenly instead of earthly in orientation.
Schuller's theological digression is
taking one portion of the Gospel and
enlarging it until it is the dominating
factor in his books and sermons. Although
it seems like a minor alteration, it isn't:
many cults have started on what seemed
at first to be an insignificant difference.
Christianity is based on one central
truth. This truth, as expressed in the
Gospels and expanded in the Epistles, is
not positive thinking, but the cross and
resurrection of Christ. The power of
Christ's resurrection and the positive
quality that it gives to life are
meaningless without the knowledge and
realization of the cross. The purpose of
Christ's death was to atone for sin, and
until we realize that, we cannot share in
his resurrection and new life.
Despite some flaws in his message,
Schuller is carrying on what seems to be
an effective witness. He attempts to
reach people in terms of their culture and
experience, thus presenting the Gospel in
a way that can be understood.
Positive thinking has its place in the
Christian scheme, because it is important
to have a good self-concept and to be
confident of the strength of God. It is not
the only part of the Gospel, however, and
should not be magnified so much that it
obscures the whole picture. The cross
came before the glory of the resurrection
for Christ, so for the Christian the commitment of following the Lord comes
before 4 'success."
Schuller has chosen a good starting
point on the way to reaching people for
God, but he should not make the starting
point into the whole Gospel. Christians
throughout history have found it easier to
be popular than proper, but God does not
always look most favorably on the easiest
way. The life of Christ can be our finest
example.
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toe village sampler
451 Washington Square
(between 18th and 19th)
396-1564
We, The Village Sampler, welcome you to
-lope College and invite you to share with us an
exciting and practical concept in shopping 'Trendsetter fashions at affordable prices"
always 20-40% below suggested retail) We
:arry only 1st quality, current fashions. No
rregulars. No seconds. Just fantastic prices! We|
specialize in women's sportswear In junior and
nisses sizes. As a special accomodation for Hope|
College students, we will offer an additional
10% discount when you present your. I.D. card.|
We wish you a very productive year at Hope.

2 0 % o n all diamond
engagement sets with
student I.D.
(Across from the Woodland MoB)

Timeless investments m elegance.
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Hours: Tuesday-Satufday 10:00-5:30
Closed Monday
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Hope wins title
Hope has captured the Michigan Intercollegiate
Athletic
Association
(MIAA) all-sports championship for the
best cumulative performance in men's
sports during the 1979-80 school year.
It is the first all-sports championship
won by Hope in 14 years. The Flying
Dutchmen have won the all-sports honor
nine times since it was initiated in the
mid-30s. They were 1936-37, 1946-47,195253,1953-54,1963-64,1965-66 and 1966-67.
' T h i s award is a tribute to our outstanding student athletes and dedicated
coaches as it best illustrates our commitment to a well-rounded intercollegiate
athletic p r o g r a m , " said P r e s i d e n t
Gordon J. Van Wylen during an awards

ceremony.
The all-sports trophy was presented to
Gordon Brewer, director of athletics for
men, and Van Wylen by MIAA commissioner Albert Deal.
The final all-sports standings found
Hope with 75 points, followed by Calvin
with 70, Kalamazoo 64, Alma 61, Albion
56, Olivet 51, and Adrian 25.
Hope's only outright championship
during the year was its second consecutive football title. The Duthchmen
tied Calvin for the cross country championship and were runners-up in soccer,
basketball and tennis. They were also
third in swimming and track, fourth in
golf and sixth in wrestling and baseball.
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New athletic director
Gordon Brewer, associate professor of
physical' education, recreation and
athletics has become chairman of the
department while Raymond Smith, also
an associate professor, has assumed
Brewer's former responsibilities as
director of men's athletics.
In addition to assuming their new roles,
both Brewer and Smith will continue with
their current head coaching responsibilities, in track and football respectively.
As chair of the department, Brewer will
provide overall leadership for one of the
college's largest academic departments,
with 11 full-time and several part-time
staff members. According to Wettack, the
responsibilities associated with this
position have also increased in the past
two years with the opening of the Dow
Center.

Paul Fowler (left) and Fred Ward (right) practice individual ball control for the
upcoming soccer season (photo by Lora Rector)

The chairperson is the primary administrator for all programs emanating
from the department and the center.
Working under the chairperson are the
men's and women's athletic directors and
the program director of the Dow Center.
Wettack indicated that "Brewer brings
to the departmental chairmanship an
extreme wealth of administrative experience, particularly for the administration of Division III athletic
programs within the academic dimensions of a school such as Hope. I anticipate that his background and abilities
will serve the department well as he
chairs it during the next several years."
As director of men's athletics, Smith
will be responsible for administering 10
intercollegiate sports for men, involving
approximately 230 student athletes.
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Porretta aids football
Dan Porretta, a former all Big Ten
offensive guard at Ohio State, has been
appointed offensive line coach of the Hope
College football team for the 1980 season,
according to head coach Ray Smith.
Porretta will fill the position for one
year in place of George Kraft, who will be
on sabbatical leave for academic study in
London.
Porretta is a health and physical
education teacher at E E. Fell Junior

High in Holland and has been a member
of the Holland High football coaching
staff the past 12 years, most recently as
defensive coordinator. He was Holland
High head football coach from 1972-73.
He was a three-year starter at offensive
guard at Ohio State, earning all Big Ten
honors as a senior in 1964. He played one
y e a r with the Vancouver British
Columbia Lions of the Canadian Football
League.

Afman coaches
Gregg Afman has been appointed head
soccer coach at Hope College effective
with the fall season, according to athletic
director Gordon Brewer.
Afman, who has served a s assistant
coach for the past two seasons, succeeds
Glenn Van Wieren, who has guided the
Dutch for the past seven years.
An
assistant in soccer will be named later in
the s u m m e r , according to Brewer.
Afman, an outstanding athlete at
Calvin College, joined the Hope staff
three years ago a s junior varsity
basketball coach. He continues in that
capacity. He previously served two years
as varsity soccer coach at Holland
Christian High School, and is presently
completing a masters degree in physical
education at Central Michigan Univer-

sity.
Van Wieren served as head coach from
1973-79, compiling a record of 51-46-6. For
the past four years his teams have
finished no lower than second. His 1977
squad captured the MIAA Championship.
He will now devote additional time to a
variety of responsibilities in the department of physical education, recreation
and athletics, as well as head coach of the
men's basketball team.
"I have really appreciated working
with Glenn for the past two years and will
try to continue the strong program he has
developed," said Afman. "I am looking
forward to the coming season with real
enthusiasm. The addition of soccer at
Adrian means all seven MIAA schools are
now competing."
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The Flying Dutchmen foetball team in action, preparing for their opening game on
Sept. 6 (photo by Lora Rector)

At Mow Hope CoNogo Alumni, wt at B Artosano welcome
ofl Hope CoNege students to visit us. Come see our collection
of Baskets,
ts. Wood Carving,
Carvina, and Wall Hangings. Lots of things
to deco^ your Dorm room or ApartiMnt
wit. Abo see our beautiful hondMt woolens, imported dothinq, and jewelry
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Jim DeHorn, successful wrestling
coach at Allendale High School, has been
named wrestling coach at Hope for the
1980-81 season, according to Gordon
Brewer, director of athletics for men.
DeHorn, a 1970 graduate of Hope,
where he competed in football and
Wrestling, will continue to serve on the
faculty at Allendale High School, where

he is chairman of the English Department.
DeHorn replaces Bruce Harrington,
who had a one-year appointment as head
coach. George Kraft, associate professor
of physical education, serves as coordinator of the wrestling program. He will
be on sabbatical leave during the first
semester of the 1980-81 school year. -

LOOKING FOR talented musician to perform
in cafe atmosphere during weekly student
nights. Contact the Creperle. 392-5022

THE ANCHOR still has openings for typists,
reporters,
photographers;
cartoonists,
proofreaders and layout / paste-up artists.
Contact the anchor, ext.6600. or Betty
Buikema, ext. 6270.

And Because Wt lemtmber What It Is Like
To Be a SMtnt We Offtr You

10% Off All Purchases
WITH YOUR HOPE COLLEGE STUDENT 1.0.

el artesano

boskets...

Direct I

; . wall hangings . . . chombawore

of Cobmbion Hondicrcrfts
396-4166

TOMMY L. was born in Hingham to a Jewish
family (other families of his to which he,
however, was not born Include blacks,
Germans, and Japanese). He was raised in
Newton, where he first.realized the gravity of
his life. Christened Reuven, he changed his
name to Tommy to escape religious persecution; close relatives, however, still know
him as Reuvey L .

CLASSIFIED ADS can be submitted at the
anchor office, deep in the heart of Graves
Hall. The editors reserve the right to print or
omit ads, as space dictates.

